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Abstract Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) with
ordinary (O-mode) wave at phase space (x, v) is investi-
gated. For this purpose Vlasov equation is solved with one
simulation method. Evolution of distribution function for
an early time and a later time is presented. Initial distri-
bution function has Gaussian shape, that is important in
plasma heating, but as the time passed, this function due to
the perturbation extends over space and velocity. In this
situation, the behavior of distribution function has an
important role in instability rate. Then instability rate for
SRS is obtained and these results are showed in some
special times and special cells. Density fluctuations affect
instability rate and there is no remarkable damping at early
times. At later times instability rate reduces sensitively
which is in accordance to electron plasma wave damping
and then heating the electrons. Also with increase in fre-
quency of the incident wave, the instability rate due to
saturation decreases sensitively.
Keywords Stimulated Raman scattering Ordinary wave 
Instability rate  Density fluctuations
Introduction
There is increasing experimental evidence that parametric
instabilities especially stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
play an important role in laser induced fusion and also the
radio frequency heating of magnetized plasmas [1–6].
The need for auxiliary heating in tokamaks, in addition to the
Ohmic heating result from the toroidal currents, has been
recognized since the early days of tokamak research. Apart
from heating, noninductive current drive is also required for
steady state operation [7]. In the electron cyclotron range of
frequencies large-amplitude radio frequency waves have
also been reported to be susceptible to parametric instabili-
ties. In electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) of a
tokamak, one encounters anomalous absorption of a radio
frequency wave. If the incident electromagnetic wave (pump
wave) has a relatively long wavelength as compared with the
wavelengths of the decay waves, then it is possible that
energy is transferred to the particles via collective effects [8].
Controlling the growth rate of instabilities has long been
recognized as a necessary condition for the feasibility of
fusion schemes [9]. SRS is just one of these instabilities,
whose critical feature is to generate energetic electrons,
which can preheat the fusion plasmas. Although a lot of
works has done about SRS for laser induced plasma but this
phenomena occurs for magnetized plasma and especially in
tokamaks too. An incident pump pulse is scattered by the
electron density perturbation of a plasma wave in the stim-
ulated Raman instability, while the plasma wave, in turn,
arises from the decay of pump light wave. It is a resonant
three-wave instability, which requires phase matching in
both time and space that imposes frequency and wave-
number matching condition. In this paper we present our
simulation results on the SRS with injection of an O-mode
radio frequency wave with frequencies 28 and 58 GHz.
Furthermore this work is done for wide range of frequencies
from 28 to 138 GHz. We devoted ‘‘Simulation Method’’
section for explaining about simulation method. In ‘‘Evolu-
tion of Distribution Function’’ section we obtain the evolu-
tion of electron distribution function that may help us for
recognition of the instability. Instability rate of SRS be
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studied in ‘‘Parameter Analysis’’ section. One subsection
was devoted to application of SRS in spherical tokamaks. We
discuss the results in ‘‘Discussion’’ section.
Simulation Method
The Vlasov equation is in the present paper advanced in time
using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method, and we wish to
invoke the Maxwell equation into this scheme while still
conserving the divergences of the electric and magnetic
fields. This is performed by using the electrodynamic
potentials together with the Lorentz condition, giving rise to
Lorentz inhomogeneous wave equations. There are written
in a form which ensures that the divergences of the electro-
magnetic fields are fulfilled up to the local truncation error of
the numerical scheme, without requiring that the continuity
equation for the currents and charges is fulfilled exactly.
Together with the Fourier transform technique in velocity
space, we are using pseudo-spectral methods for approxi-
mating derivations in space and fourth-order compact
schemes to approximate derivatives in the Fourier trans-
formed velocity space, and the standard fourth-order Runge–
Kutta scheme to advance the system in time. We point out
that the method is still restricted to periodic boundary con-
ditions in space [10]. We discretise the problem on a rect-
angular, equidistant grid. The known variables in x space are
discretised as x1;i1 ¼ i1Dx1 where i1 ¼ 0; 1; . . .; Nx1  1 and
x2;i2 ¼ i2Dx2 where i2 ¼ 0; 1; . . .; Nx2  1. The grid sizes are
Dx1 ¼ L1Nx1 and Dx2 ¼
L2
Nx2
where L1 and L2 are the domain
sizes in the x1 and x2 directions, respectively. We use the
domain size 0 g1  g1;e;max and 0 g2  g2;e;max where g is
the Fourier transformed of the velocity variable v. The
known Fourier transformed velocity variable for electrons
discretised as g1;e;j1 ¼ j1Dg1;e where j1 ¼ 0; 1; . . .; Ng1 and
g2;e;j2 ¼ j2Dg2;e where j2 ¼ Ng2 ; . . .;1; 0; 1; . . .; Ng2 . The
grid sizes are Dg1;e ¼ g1;e;maxNg1 and Dg2;e ¼
g2;e;max
Ng2
. The time as
discretised as tk ¼ tk1 þ Dtk where k ¼ 1; 2; . . .; Nt and the
time step Dtk is calculated adoptively. For ions also have
same restrictions [10, 11].
Evolution of Distribution Function
The basic equation for description of collisionless plasma
is Vlasov equation that can be written:
of
ot
þ v  of
or
þ a  of
ov
¼ 0 ð1Þ
Vlasov equation explains fluctuation in distribution function
with Fourier transformation in phase space. Following the
injection of electromagnetic wave into plasma, fluctuations
appear in the electron distribution function. We solved Vlasov-
Maxwell equation at phase space (x, v) and different times.
Another cod about this is PIC (particle in cell) but our method
solves Vlasov equation exactly but PIC involves with Poisson
equation. The parameters used in the numerical simulation in
this paper are as follows: the ion–electron mass ratio was
mi
me
¼ 1836, the speed of light to electron thermal velocity ratio
was set to cvth ¼ 22:59, the ratio ion–electron temperature was
set to Ti
Te
¼ 1:50 and for the electron Vlasov equation 0
g1  10 and10 g2  10. The number of intervals was set to
Nx1 ¼ 50, Ng1 ¼ 30. We fixed other dimensions in this
simulation, thus we have one dimension in space and one
dimension in velocity. The number of time steps was Nt =
20,000. No numerical dissipation was used. We have x1,0 = 0,
x1;end ¼ 2pkx1, x2,0 = 0, x2;end ¼
2p
kx2
where kx1 ¼ 1:608682
104, kx2 ¼ 3:961163 104. The initial condition for elec-
trons was set to:
f^e x1; x2; g1; g2; 0ð Þ ¼ nðxÞf^e;0 g1; g2ð Þ ð2Þ
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where n(x) is density perturbation and the initial amplitude of
waves was A = 10-7. With this suggestions and simulation
method that explained, we obtained evolution of electron
distribution function. Figure 1 is initial distribution function
that has Gaussian shape. In these calculations, distribution
function, space and velocity normalized to average initial
distribution function (according to n0 ’ 1019m3 for
NSTX), Debye length and thermal velocity, respectively.
Figure 2 is evolution of electron distribution function at
an early time xpet = 1200 which shows initial disturbance.
At a later time xpet = 20,000 in Fig. 3, these disturbances
extend over all space and all velocities.
Parameter Analysis
In most cases scattered wave due to instability is back-
scattered wave and forward scattered wave has not
important role in instability rate. For coupling of wave
modes into plasma resonance conditions for frequencies
and wave numbers given by:
x0 ¼ xs þ x ð5Þ
k0 ¼ ks þ k ð6Þ
where x0 and xs are frequencies of the incident and
scattered wave in plasma, and x is the frequency of the
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electron plasma wave (EPW). With considering of the
dispersion relation of three waves that involved and
coupling wave relations, we will have a nonlinear
dispersion relation for resonant situations:




where ej xð Þ ¼ ðx2  2ixCj þ x2j Þ, Cj is the linear




p and E is
amplitude of the incident electric field. If we Solve this
equation for SRS and suggest an imaginary part for
frequency, x ¼ xr þ ic, we will obtain an expression for








where vos ¼ qeEmex0 is electron oscillating velocity, x2ek ¼
x2pe þ 3k2v2th;e is the Bohm-Gross frequency for electron
plasma wave and v2th;e ¼ 2kTme is square of electron thermal
velocity.
Application to Spherical Tokamaks
In tokamaks the gyro-kinetic modeling is usually required
to the treatment of the vlasov equation. For spherical
tokamaks with low B (magnetic field), wave injection is
applied but for tokamaks with high B this issue is not
necessary because cyclotron frequency is high and itself
leads to plasma heating. We used Vlasov equation instead
of Boltzmann equation because we consider the situation of
plasma heating by waves and Landau damping before any
collision and interaction. Density fluctuation has an
important role in instability rate i.e. the occurrence of
electron density fluctuations which are localized in the
phase-space has direct relationship to local maxima of the
SRS instability. This issue is important for an efficient
exploitation of the ECRH in tokamaks.
Frequency x0 = 28 GHz is well known and applied fre-
quency for heating of NSTX tokamak because optimum mode
conversion to Bernstein waves, that have strong damping in
electron cyclotron frequencies, occurs for this frequency [13].
We consider this frequency as an important issue in instability
rate for this tokamak and in new point of view of SRS phe-
nomena. Also frequency range x0 = 58–138 GHz is applied
frequency for MAST tokamak.
For the calculation, kT = 300 eV(k is Boltzmann con-
stant here), vos ¼ vth;e  106 ms and k2k2d ¼ 0:2 be supposed.
From simulation method that explained in previous section,
we will also obtain electron density profile and therefore
plasma frequency profile. Following them we will able to
Fig. 1 Distribution function at time xpet ¼ 1
Fig. 2 Evolution of distribution function at time xpet = 1,200
Fig. 3 Evolution of distribution function at time xpet = 20,000
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calculate Debye length and from k2k2d¼ 0:2, we will obtain
a profile for wave number of the electron plasma wave.
At Fig. 4 instability rate with x0 = 28 GHz at time
xpet = 9,000 shows damping effects of pump wave
appeared in special cells. For cell 46 at later time,
xpet = 20,000, we have displayed normalized SRS insta-
bility rate cxp as a function of
x0
xp
with x0 = 28 GHz in
Fig. 5 that goes as the square root of x0xp. The same behavior
occurs for x0 = 58 GHz frequency of the incident wave at
equal later time xpet = 20,000 for cell 46, but instability
rate is low by order two and this leads to reduction of wave
damping. This decrease of instability rate at higher fre-
quencies of the incident radiation shows the three-wave
instability to have already saturated. We presented these in
Fig. 6. These figures show that as plasma frequency and
following that density of plasma decreases, instability rate
decreases too and vice versa.
We have displayed comparison between some frequen-
cies and furthermore this calculation is done for continuous
range of frequencies from 28 to 138 GHz. Results of these
presented in Figs. 7 and 8.
Instability rate for 28 GHz is high by order two compare
to other three frequencies that shows high efficiency of this
Fig. 4 Instability rate (cðs1ÞÞ of SRS with x0 = 28 GHz at time
xpet = 9,000
Fig. 5 Variation in normalized SRS instability rate cxp with normal-
ized pump frequency x0xp with x0 = 28 GHz for cell 46 and
xpet = 20,000
Fig. 6 Variation in normalized SRS instability rate cxp with normal-
ized pump frequency x0xp with x0 = 58 GHz and xpet = 20,000 for
cell 46
Fig. 7 Variation in normalized SRS instability rate cxp with normal-
ized pump frequency x0xp with x0 = 28,58,128 and 138 GHz and
xpet = 10,000 for cell 4
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frequency for heating of NSTX tokamak which is in
agreement with the results of Ram and Schultz [13] about
applying 28GHZ as incident wave frequency into NSTX
tokamak.
Discussion
The SRS instability provides an additional absorption
mechanism by which the pump wave energy is transferred
into electron plasma wave modes, eventually heating the
electrons of plasma. As EPWs propagate out of the reso-
nance region, where conditions for three waves resonant
are not satisfied, they may suffer heavy cyclotron damping,
heating the electrons. The enhanced transfer of energy from
the high-frequency pump wave to the electrons is due to
enhanced wave-particle interaction. The behavior of dis-
tribution function in different cells, different velocities and
also different times has direct effect in the instability rate.
Density fluctuations can affect wave modes coupling and
then produce high oscillations in SRS instability rate. At
later times, we can see reduction of SRS instability rate that
leads to damping and then heating the electrons. Any
increase in frequency of the injected wave decreases the
instability rate, therefore as a result this shows that heating
the electrons of plasma reduces.
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